379 Ronka Road
Worthington, ON P0M3H0
LindaH@OntarioRiversAlliance.ca
OntarioRiversAlliance.ca

10 October 2019
Howson Bridge and Dam Committee
c/o Sean McGhee
Director of Public Works
Township of North Huron
By email: SMcGhee@NorthHuron.ca

Dear Mr. McGhee:
The Ontario Rivers Alliance (ORA) is a Not-for-Profit grassroots organization acting as a voice for
several stewardships, organizations, and private and Indigenous members who have come together
to protect, conserve and restore healthy riverine ecosystems.
In response to your 23 September email, the ORA is pleased to provide the Howson Bridge and
Dam Committee with answers to their questions as follows:

1. Do you have any examples where a dam was decommissioned but the bridge -atop
the dam remained?
There is a pedestrian bridge over top of the Listowel Dam. The stoplogs in the Listowel Dam
were permanently removed in 2015. Following the removal of the stoplogs, heavy equipment
was used to sculpt the banks and make a more gradual transition within the park to the restored
river valley. In addition, a second bridge was added, facilitating a “looped” trail in the park.
The Listowel Dam, with all the stoplogs in place.
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The Listowel Dam and pedestrian bridge after the boards were removed and the construction
was complete. Note the channel below the dam had been straight and now it includes a
meander and riffle-pool sequence. Upstream of the dam, the park lands transition to the river’s
edge.

In the near future, the Municipality of North Perth is planning to remove the vertical concrete
parts of the Listowel Dam but keep the abutments and pedestrian bridge. The following image
is a “photoshopped” interpretation of what the final result may look like.
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Credit Valley Conservation Authority has removed the “Muskrat Pond Dam” in Terra Cotta
Conservation Area. There was a roadway on top of the dam. Once the dam was removed, a
large culvert was built for the roadway.
The Muskrat Pond Dam and roadway at the Terra Cotta Conservation Area, Credit River.

A large culvert was used to maintain the roadway that had been on top of the Muskrat Pond
Dam at the Terra Cotta Conservation Area.
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The Elora Mill Dam was rebuilt for waterpower (hydroelectric) purposes. This dam does not
have significant impacts on fisheries since it is located about 50m upstream of a natural
waterfall. There was no bridge associated with the dam; however, the developer added a new
pedestrian bridge. The Grand River in Elora is similar in size to the Maitland River in Wingham.
The Township of North Huron may want to consider a similar pedestrian bridge?
Below is a conceptual drawing of the pedestrian bridge.1

The Springbank Dam on the Thames River in London has gone through an Environmental
Assessment and Master Planning exercise and City Council recently made a unanimous
decision to decommission the dam. Council is considering whether to totally remove the dam,
or to just remove the gates and hydraulics and repurpose it as a foot bridge.
Below is a photo of the Springbank Dam.2
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2. After your support to delete a dam has led to the decision to decommission the dam,
has anyone within your organization returned after some period of time to canvas the
townspeople and their council to determine if they still believe that the decision was a
good one from their perspective?
Hillsburgh Dam - ORA was a funding partner in a dam removal project with a private
landowner in Hillsburgh, who continues to be grateful that we worked together to remove his
private dam. He appreciates that he has greatly reduced his liability, improved water quality and
public safety, and increased habitat in this reach of the river. Recent fisheries monitoring has
shown that Brook Trout have also returned to this section of the river.
Listowel Dam - After broad public consultation, the Municipality of North Perth removed the
stoplogs from the Listowel Dam in 2015. Most residents appreciate the restoration of the river
channel and river ecology; however, some people remain concerned about the change. The
Municipality of North Perth supports the changes and is moving forward with plans to remove
the vertical portions of the Listowel Dam in the near future. By retaining the bridge abutments,
the Municipality will be able to keep the pedestrian bridge in place (see images above).
Bissell Dam in Fergus - The Bissell Dam in Fergus was removed approximately 15-18 years
ago. There was strong initial support to keep the dam at the time, but its rapid deteriorating
nature forced the government to issue an emergency removal. One year later, many of the
town people stated that they should have removed it years ago. Businesses now have moved
many of their store fronts and backs to overlook the river as an amenity to the town.
Springbank Dam in London - The Springbank Dam was constructed on the Thames River in
1929 to create a reservoir to provide recreational opportunities for the local rowing club. When
the dam was in operation, the gates were closed from May until mid-November. Throughout the
summer months the reservoir became a eutrophic and oxygen starved zone with elevated
phosphorus and e-coli levels so high that rowing club members were instructed to shower with
their clothes on if they fell into the reservoir. When the summer was over, the gates were
opened to drain the reservoir and flush the contaminated brew downstream to end up in Lake
St. Clair and Lake Erie.
The dam was damaged by flooding in 2000, repaired in 2006, and the repaired gates failed
again in 2008. Since then the gates have remained in the open position, and the river and
fishery have rebounded significantly.
Over the last decade tremendous improvements have occurred, both in water quality and the
greater variety of aquatic species, as well as improved habitat for sensitive species and species
at risk. It is much safer and more enjoyable to be in or near the water and it’s been good news
for recreation and tourism in the London area, for it has drawn naturalists and fishermen back to
the river. In the summer of 2015, London was host to the SOTTO Provincial Fly-Fishing
Championship – the Angling Sports Thames River Open. This is as a direct result of letting the
river flow freely year around.
London’s One River Master Plan EA compared water quality data from before the dam went out
of service in 2008, with data in the 10 years after Springbank Dam was taken out of service. It
reported that “total phosphorus concentrations in summer were significantly greater at each
station with the dam, compared to without the dam, both at dry and wet weather conditions in
summer. In particular, at dry weather, the average total phosphorus concentration was about
twice as high with the dam than without the dam. This represents a substantial reduction to
phosphorus concentration during the critical summer period when eutrophication is a greater
risk.”3
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“Many of the SAR are adapted to the existing conditions in the river and would be negatively
impacted by the operation of the Springbank Dam. Many of the species are adapted to a freeflowing stream environment in their required habitat areas for various life cycle stages. Perhaps
the most discussed SAR in the study area is the Spiny Softshell turtle. The reinstatement of the
dam would result in a negative impact on the turtle habitat and survival. Recent turtle surveys in
2015 showed a dramatic and unparalleled increase in at-risk turtles since the dam has been out
of commission, (UTRCA, 2015).”4
Full Cost Accounting of Dams - We can appreciate that some people value ponds, while
others value a more natural landscape and restored ecosystems. Most people will recognize
that dams are expensive infrastructure.
It’s important to note that the full cost accounting of building a dam includes the construction
(removing the old dam and building a new one), operation, maintenance and its future
decommissioning. When all these costs are considered, it is much less expensive to
decommission (remove) a dam. It will also eliminate a legacy debt for future generations, and
residents may appreciate the reduced taxes.
Dams are a liability for a number of reasons, including public safety (drowning), increased flood
risk, and the risk of failure. The Town may also have reduced insurance costs if the dam is
removed.

3. Who has studied the fish habitat of the Maitland River to determine that the dam and
the placement of the stop logs has caused a problem? If no one has done so, what is the
basis for the claim that there is a problem or is this merely a generic observation and not
necessarily specific to the Maitland River.
ORA is not aware of any fish studies specific to the Maitland River; however, the effects of dams
on fish populations include the loss or serious decline of many iconic fish species. Dams are
barriers to fish migration, often preventing access to critical habitat for spawning and rearing,
they increase water temperature and degrade water quality. These and many other ecological
impacts are very well documented in peer reviewed scientific literature and other reports such
as:
• Baxter, R.M. 1977. Environmental effects of dams and impoundments. Ann. Rev.
Ecol. Syst. 8:255-83.
• Graff, W.L.(ed). 2002. Dam Removal Research: Status and Prospects. Proc. of the
Heinz Centres Dam Removal Research Workshop. August 2002. 165pp.
• Graff, W.L. 2006. Downstream hydrologic and geomorphic effects of large dams
on American rivers. Geomorphology 79: 336–360.
• Maheua, A., A. St-Hilaire, D. Caissie, and N. El-Jabid. 2016. Understanding the
thermal regime of rivers influenced by small and medium size dams in Eastern
Canada. River Res. Applic. 32: 2032–2044.
• Poff, N.L., J.D. Olden, D.M. Merritt, and D.M. Pepin. 2007. Homogenization of
regional river dynamics by dams and global biodiversity implications. PNAS
104(14): 5732–5737.
• Porto, L.M.. R.L. McLaughlin, D. L. Noakes. 1999. Low-head barrier dams restrict
the movements of fishes in two Lake Ontario streams. N. Amer. J. Fish. Manage.
19:1028–1036.
• Smith, D.S. 1980. Improving the sustainability of river systems through the
removal of dams on the Saugeen River, Southwestern Ontario. M.A.E.M. Thesis,
University of Guelph. 91pp.
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• Wang, L.A., D. Infante, B.J. Lyons, C.J. Stewart and A. Cooper. 2011. Effects of dams
in river networks on fish assemblages in non-impoundment sections of rivers in
Michigan and Wisconsin, USA. River Res. Applic. 27: 473–487.
The removal of dams to create free-flowing waters is a widespread initiative:
• United States: https://www.americanrivers.org/
• Europe: https://damremoval.eu/
• Worldwide: https://www.internationalrivers.org/campaigns/dam-removal
Based on the operating plan for the Wingham dam, it is our understanding that the stoplogs are
replaced and removed from the dam prior to May 24th and following Thanksgiving, respectively.
The Howson Dam is the first dam between Lake Huron and the North Maitland River.
Though we are not aware of any research that has specifically studied the movement of fish in
the North Maitland River at the Howson Dam, we offer the following site specific information as
evidence to support the position that the Howson Dam is likely having impacts on the fish and
wildlife in the Maitland River watershed.
There are about 46 species of fish in the Maitland River. Some of the most common
species are the small fish including:
• Creek Chub – most common species in eastern North America
• Hornyhead Chub
• Common Shiner
• Rainbow Darter
• Rock Bass
• Blacknose Dace
• Bluntnose Minnow
• Johnny Darter
• Brook Stickleback – very tolerant species – which occurs in headwater streams
Migratory fish in the Maitland River include:
• Rainbow Trout
• Chinook Salmon
• Coho Salmon
• Smallmouth Bass
• Common White Suckers
• Sturgeon
Dams as a barrier to fish migration - When the boards are in place in the Howson Dam
(between May 24 and mid-October), the dam has the potential to interfere with the migration of
these fish. Some rainbow trout move into the Maitland River in the fall where they spend the
winter and then spawn in the spring.
The Howson Dam may interfere with rainbow trout in the fall but would not likely impact the fish
that migrate into the river in the spring (mid-April to mid-May). However, the young fish that
start life upstream of the Howson Dam would have a difficult time going downstream through
and ultimately over the dam as they migrate back to the lake. If the reservoir is warm, these
juveniles would die, and this would reduce survivorship to the lake and result in reduction of
adult fish returning.
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As rainbow trout will return to their natal streams as adults, it is possible that the removal of the
Howson Dam could help to bring a larger spawning run of rainbow trout to the North Maitland
River. Since there is a recreational and guide fishing for this species, this could increase tourist
dollars to the communities along the river. It is noted that rainbow trout have been observed at
the Listowel Dam, on the Middle Maitland River.
Recreational Fish Species - Some of the key recreational fishing species in Ontario include:
• Rainbow Trout
• Chinook Salmon
• Coho Salmon
• Smallmouth Bass
• Rock Bass
• Brook Trout
• Common White Sucker
• Common Carp
Lake Sturgeon is a species listed as endangered under the Ontario Endangered Species Act
and are known to enter the Maitland River.
Common Species in the Maitland River - Many species of fish move downstream during the
fall and winter, to spend the winter in “deeper, overwintering pools”. Some common fish from
the Maitland River, that do this include:
• Smallmouth Bass
• Brook Trout
• Common White Suckers
• Greater Redhorse Suckers.
These fish subsequently move back upstream during the spring to spawning and feeding areas
and coldwater habitat. The removal and replacement of the stoplogs fragments the fish
community and interferes with this part of their life cycle. This fact has been well established in
studies of other rivers in southern Ontario and the subject of several theses including a major
PhD study on the Grand River downstream of Elora by Dr. Richard Brown5.
Wavy-rayed Lampmussel is
known to occur in the Maitland
River just downstream of the
Howson Dam, and the dam is
likely having impacts on this
species at risk.
The Wavy-rayed Lampmussel
is a freshwater clam that is
listed as a “threatened” species
under the Ontario Endangered
Species Act and the federal
Species at Risk Act.6
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Map showing the distribution of Wavy-rayed Lampmussels in Canada.7

Fertilized eggs (glochidia) from Wavy-rayed Lampmussels attach to the gills of smallmouth
bass. The young mussels encyst in the gills and feed on the fluids of the fish for a couple of
weeks to a couple of months. The young mussels release from the gills of the smallmouth bass
and settle in the bottom of the river. Wavy-rayed Lampmussels are known to be gravid between
May 15 and late summer (COSEWIC, 2010). Since the Howson Dam impacts the movement of
smallmouth bass, it would therefore also impact the Wavy-rayed Lampmussels.
Black Redhorse Suckers are listed as a “threatened” fish species under the Ontario
Endangered Species Act and the federal Species at Risk Act. Natural Resources Solution Inc.
captured this species at the Howson Dam in the summer of 2016. Similar to common white
suckers, black redhorse suckers move upstream to spawn, and they spawn when the
temperature is between 15C – 21C (COSEWIC, 2005) (approximately mid-May to late-June).
Since the dam is a barrier to fish passage during the timeframe when these fish are spawning,
the Howson Dam is likely impacting this species.8
Snapping Turtles are listed as a “Special Concern” species under the Ontario Endangered
Species Act and the federal Species at Risk Act. 9 Snapping turtles and frogs are known to
overwinter in the mud at the bottom of ponds and rivers but may use a range of options.
Snapping turtles and frogs usually begin to associate with an overwintering habitat in the fall.
The removal of the stoplogs from the dam in October, may have negative impacts on these
important species. “Artificially lowering water levels in lakes and impoundments (a common
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practice) may limit the availability of hibernacula to turtles and may strand turtles in freezing
temperatures depending on when such operations take place”10
Thermal Heating - What is not often discussed with online dams is the thermal heating of the
water by the sun during the summer months. With hotter and drier summers, these online,
shallow and wide ponds within agricultural areas experience runoff and create the opportunity
for the production of noxious algae that can kill fish and other wildlife.
Blue-green algae toxicity is becoming more common as summer temperatures become more
extreme in Ontario, can create a risk for in-water activities and can result in fish die-offs. The
hotter water temperatures also impact on native fish and other organisms downstream of these
dams.
Dam Failures in Southern Ontario – Dam failure can place downstream communities and
infrastructure at risk. A number of dams have failed in recent years, including:
• Gorrie Dam (Maitland River) in June of 2017
• Melville Dam (Credit River) in June of 2017
• Beatty Dam – (Grand River) in Fergus between 2002 and 2004
• Normandale Dam – (Normandale Creek) in Normandale in May of 2008
• Brigadoon Dam – (Strasburg Creek) in Kitchener, approximately 8 years ago
• Priceville Dam – (main Saugeen River) – Dam failed, and remnants removed in 1991
• Teeswater Dam (Saugeen River) – Pier failed in 1991 and dam was removed in 1992

4. Your presentation did not address the loss of the pond as a tourist attraction and a
recreational feature of the town. How would you now address those concerns?
Wingham conducted their own experiment on dam removal back in the early 1990s with the
failure and removal of the lower dam in the Town (see photos below). This created the
opportunity for the Wingham Flats Ecological Park, which still exists in the town and
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appears to be used by the community. It is rich with wildlife as well as flowering plants. The
town is best positioned to see how residents like this combination of natural amenities and
natural park on the downstream end of the Town. A similar gem could exist in the heart of the
town.
ORA has seen few dams that attract tourists to a town, but large healthy rivers and fisheries
appear to be more attractive, especially to anglers and canoeists, that can bring additional
tourist dollars into the community.
There are also some very creative ways to improve water quality and habitat when a dam has
been removed:

Please also refer to ORA’s 23 April 2018 submission and our 18 June 2018 presentation to the
Township of North Huron’s Reeve and Council for additional information.
ORA would be happy to answer any other questions the Committee may have or expand further
on this response. Thank you for this opportunity to comment!
Respectfully,

Linda Heron
Chair, Ontario Rivers Alliance
(705) 866-1677
https://www.reminetwork.com/articles/mill-restoration-inspires-waterfront-development/
https://www.london.ca/residents/Environment/Rivers-Creeks/Pages/Springbank-Dam.aspx
3 One River Stage 1 Master Plan Environmental Assessment Report, December 2017, Prepared for the City of
London. Section 2.1.12.2 Water Quality; Results, P2-12.
4 One River Stage 1 Master Plan Environmental Assessment Report, December 2017, Prepared for the City of
London. Section 2.1.12.2 Water Quality; Results, P2-12.
5 https://www.grandriver.ca/en/our-watershed/resources/Documents/Fishery/Fishery_TailwaterPlan.pdf
6 COSEWIC. 2010. COSEWIC assessment and status report on the Wavy-rayed Lampmussel Lampsilis fasciola in
Canada. Committee on the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada. Ottawa. xi + 60 pp.
(www.sararegistry.gc.ca/status/status_e.cfm).
7 http://www.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/species-especes/profiles-profils/lampmussels-lampsile-eng.html
8 COSEWIC 2005. COSEWIC assessment and update status report on the black redhorse Moxostoma duquesnei in
Canada. Committee on the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada. Ottawa. vi + 21 pp.
(www.sararegistry.gc.ca/status/status_e.cfm).
9 COSEWIC. 2008. COSEWIC assessment and status report on the Snapping Turtle Chelydra serpentina in Canada.
Committee on the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada. Ottawa. vii + 47 pp.
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